The association between large shifts of a pointer in a weak measurement and fast oscillations in an associated function involving the pre-and post-selected states has been clarified in a recent paper (Aharonov et al 2011 J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 44 365304). Here we explore the association further for the case of an observable with N discrete eigenvalues, by calculating and illustrating how the supershift emerges, even for N = 2, as the uncertainty in the pointer position increases. This happens if the initial pointer wavefunction is Gaussian or Lorentzian but not if it is exponential.
Introduction and formulation
Quantum weak measurements rely on what appears to be a mathematical miracle. In the nowstandard scenario [1] [2] [3] , the value of a bounded operatorÂ is measured not as the expectation value in a pre-selected state |i but also after post-selection by a state | f . If the result of the measurement is registered by the shift of a pointer whose position variable is q, then this shift can correspond to values ofÂ far outside its spectrum. Our purpose here is look in detail at the shift of the pointer, complementing and illustrating a recent mathematical study [4] .
If the initial state of the pointer is |φ , then the initial state of the pointer+system is |i |φ . If the measurement is a brief impulsive coupling to the pointer momentump, with strength λ, and we project the state of the system onto | f , representing post-selection, then the final state of the pointer alone is [1] |ψ = f | exp(−iλÂp)|i |φ .
(1.1)
Then, in position representation, the pointer wavefunction after the measurement is ψ (q) = f | exp(−iλÂ(−i ∂ q ))|i φ(q)
Since the final wavefunction ψ(q) is a superposition of shifted copies of its initial state, with each copy representing one of the eigenvalues A n , it would seem impossible for the net shift to lie outside the spectrum ofÂ, that is, outside the range in (1.2). Nevertheless, this mathematical miracle can happen: if the initial wavefunction φ(q) is broad enough, then for certain pairs |i , | f the series (1.3) can, by coherent interference, give rise to a reproduction of itself centred far from any of the copies, albeit greatly reduced in strength (i.e. 'weak'). We call this phenomenon 'supershift' of the pointer.
In these circumstances the shift has been identified [2] as (λ times) the 'weak value' ofÂ, given by
(In general A w is complex, and this has interesting implications [5, 6] , but for present purposes it suffices to consider only real weak values.) If the pre-and post-selected states are nearly orthogonal, that is if their overlap f | i 1, this can be arbitrarily large. In particular, A w can lie outside the spectrum A min A A max : it can be 'superweak'. (In the opposite case, where |i and | f are the same, A w is just the ordinary expectation value, not superweak, and the phenomena to be discussed here do not occur.) Several statistical studies [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , of different degrees of generality and in whichÂ could represent the spins or momenta of quantum particles, have revealed that superweak values are surprisingly common in ensembles of states |i and | f .
It is important to distinguish between superweak values of an observable and their manifestation as supershifts. From (1.4), A w depends only on the operator being measured and the pre-and post-selected states, while from (1.3) the supershift also depends on the initial state of the pointer. Not all pointer states will produce a supershift proportional to A w , and our focus here is on the conditions under which they do-that is, the weak value is superweak and the pointer is correspondingly supershifted.
In section 2 we recapitulate the known relation [4] between these shifts beyond the spectrum-the pointer supershifts-and the phenomenon of superoscillation, in which functions can vary arbitrarily faster than any of their Fourier components [11] [12] [13] . Section 3 considers the pointer shifts associated with a well-studied superoscillatory function, leading in section 4 to the conditions for supershifts if the initial pointer state is Gaussian. Pictures illustrate how the superposition (1.3) turns into a supershifted copy of φ(q) as its width increases. The results, embodied in figures 3 and 4 to follow, spectacularly illustrate and vindicate the original insight [2, 4] underlying weak measurement and the prediction of supershifts.
The supershift is a kind of 'resurrection from the dead' involving the tail of φ(q); it may or may not happen, depending on the analytic form of the tail and on the pair |i , | f , and section 5 illustrates this with two non-Gaussian initial pointer states. As shown in section 6, supershifting can occur even whenÂ has only two eigenvalues.
To expose the problem in its essentials, it suffices to consider a spectrum of (2N+1) equally spaced eigenvalues, that is,
(this could represent an integer spin component, for example). Then, with the scaling 6) and defining the coefficients
the final pointer wavefunction is
and the weak value ofÂ is
We note that the set of coefficients C n is compatible with infinitely many different preand post-selected states |i and | f , for example the following choice, for any set of phases α n :
For this class of choices, there is a normalization restriction:
Whatever the choice, (1.7) implies
If |i and | f are nearly orthogonal this sum must be small, so the C n must have different phases or signs. An important feature of the pointer wavefunction after the weak measurement is the mean pointer position q . We will study this in detail later, but note the following general formula, derived from (1.8) for the common situation where φ(-q) = φ * (q) (i.e. φ(q) is an even function if it is real):
where
(1.14)
For the pointer to be supershifted, q must lie outside the spectral range -N n N. However, as we discuss later, an unambiguous measurement of the weak value requires more: the width of the final pointer wavefunction should be small enough not to significantly overlap the spectral range. If this condition holds, the weak value can be determined from a small number of measurements [1, 3] . If it does not, many measurements are necessary to determine the supershift q .
Connection with superoscillations
In terms of the Fourier transform of the initial pointer state,
the final pointer state can be written as
in which S(p) is the Fourier series
Note that in these formulas S(p) describes the system being measured, andφ(p) describes the pointer registering the measurement. From (1.12), the overlap of the pre-and post-selected states is given by the value of S(p) at the origin, that is
More importantly, the weak value (1.9) depends on the derivative of S(p) at the origin, because
These results exemplify the recently emphasized more general connection [4] 
between the Fourier and Taylor coefficients of S(p).
We will see that under suitable circumstances supershifts can be regarded as a consequence of superoscillations in S(p) close to the origin, corresponding, from (2.5), to large weak values. Imagine that, as will occur in the example to follow and as has been discussed in detail elsewhere [4] ,
This is superoscillatory because the phase gradient aN-the weak value in this case (cf (2.5))-is larger than the maximum eigenvalue A N = N (cf (1.5)) in the Fourier series (2.3): it is superweak. Then, if the main contribution to (2.2) comes from the neighbourhood of p = 0, we get
that is, a supershifted pointer. This oversimplified argument does not take account of the fact that supershifting requires not only a superweak value and associated superoscillations in the system being measured, but also a suitable initial pointer wavefunction. We will understand this in more detail in the next sections, with examples where the supershift happens (sections 4 and 5.1) and where it does not (section 5.2).
Model for superoscillations
The much-studied function [12] has the form (2.3), with Fourier coefficients
Elementary expansion about p = 0 confirms the superoscillatory behaviour (2.6), and this is illustrated in figure 1(a) . This superoscillation results from a delicate conspiracy of the phases in the sum (2.3), and cannot be detected in the strengths of the Fourier coefficients (3.2). These are not only restricted to the range |n| N but also peaked within this range at the mean value n = N/a: Stirling's formula leads to the approximation
This set of coefficients can be interpreted as representing the class of pre-and post-selected states (1.10), automatically normalized in this case because (cf (1.11 
From (2.4), the overlap of the states is 5) which is exponentially small under the conditions in (3.1), indicating near-orthogonality of |i and | f . In the following, we will need to understand S(p) beyond the simplest approximation (2.6). To the next order,
The term in p 2 captures the rapid 'anti-Gaussian' increase of |S(p)| away from p = 0, evident in the logarithmic plot for figure 1(a) . From this it is clear that in order for the supershift (2.7) to emerge from the exact pointer wavefunction formula (2.2)-that is, for the superoscillatory behaviour (2.6) of S(p) to dominate the integral over p-the anti-Gaussian increase must be dominated by the decay of the Fourier transformφ(p) of the initial pointer wavefunction.
Globally, the increase in |S(p)| from its superoscillatory value 1/a 2N at p = 0 to its maximum value unity at p = π is given by
This contributes to the modulus
of the integrand in (2.2), which (as recognized in the parallel development [4] ) will be important in understanding the pointer wavefunction.
Near the maximum at p = π , the local behaviour of S(p) is given by the expansion
If the neighbourhood of the maximum would dominate the integral (2.2), as might naively be expected, the final wavefunction would be proportional to φ(q − N/a), that is, it would be concentrated at the mean of the spectrum, rather than supershifted as in (2.7). And indeed we will see that there are situations where this does happen, so there is no supershift. Note the contrast between the Gaussian decay of (3.9) and the anti-Gaussian increase (3.6) away from p = 0.
Condition for supershifts: Gaussian initial pointer state
As emphasized earlier, supershift depends on the initial pointer state φ(q) (orφ(p)) as well as on the states |i and | f and the spectrum of the operator being measured, i.e. on S(p). In this section we consider the most familiar initial pointer wavefunction, namely the Gaussian
with width . This is a real Gaussian, representing a pointer initially at rest. It is not difficult to generalize to a complex Gaussian, for which the initial momentum of the pointer has a nonzero expectation value. But although an initially moving pointer has interesting implications for the weak value (see [5] and the development [6] ), in the present context this would simply add complication and we avoid it. Substituting into (2.2) for the final pointer state, we see the Gaussian decay of (4.1) competing with the anti-Gaussian in (3.6). The decay must dominate if the main contribution to the integral over p is to be dominated by the neighbourhood of the origin, so that the superoscillations (2.6) in S(p) give rise to the supershift (2.7)
. To see what this implies, we examine the modulus of the integrand, which from (3.8) and (3.9) is
For small , the anti-Gaussian dominates, and the maximum of M(p) is close to the maximum of S(p) at p = π , and ψ(q) is close to φ(q − N/a). As increases, the maximum shifts to smaller p, until the coefficient of p 2 in (4.2) changes sign. Thereafter, the maximum remains at p = 0 and ψ(q) is proportional to the supershifted function (2.7).
This shows that supershifts require the width to be large enough. But if is too large, the supershift Na will not be clearly separated from the spectral range |q| N. The requirement for resolving the supershift is that should not exceed the supershift itself. These considerations imply the inequalities
so the existence of supershifts requires to lie in a range between √ N and N, as illustrated in figure 2 . Assuming that these inequalities are satisfied and the integral is dominated by the region near p = 0, the final pointer wavefunction is This predicts that the weak measurement indeed results in a supershifted final pointer state, with its width approaching that of the initial state (4.1) as increases. Figure 3 shows the pointer states ψ(q) for different widths , computed exactly from (1.8) with fixed values N = 10 and a = 3. For small ( figure 3(a) ), the separate positiveand negative-weighted copies of the initial wavefunction φ(q) are clearly separated and all lie within the spectral range, here |q| N = 10 (shaded). The strongest copies are close to the maximum q = N/a = 3.33 of the coefficients |C n | (cf (3.3) ). As approaches the crucial value c -the lower boundary of the permitted region (4.3) shown in figure 2-ψ(q) shifts out of the spectral range and its negative excursions get weaker (figures 3(b) and (c)). Finally, as passes c and has entered the permitted region ( figure 3(d) ), the supershift emerges clearly ( figure 3( f ) ) and ψ(q) is well approximated by the Gaussian (4.4), translated by the weak value A w = Na = 30.
For the Gaussian initial pointer state, the mean final pointer position q can be calculated from (1.13) and (1.14) using
(4.5) Figure 4 . Pointer shift for Gaussian initial wavefunction, calculated from (1.13), (1.14) and (4.5) for N = 10, a = 3. Figure 4 shows how as increases the pointer shifts from its value N/a within the spectrum to the superweak value Na.
As can be seen from the scales in figure 3 , the supershifted pointer state is enormously weaker than the initial state. This is a consequence of the dominating region of S(p) near p = 0 being smaller by 1/a 2N than near p = π where it attains its maximal value of unity. This attenuation can be quantified by calculating the normalization of the final state:
In the limit of →0 of a narrow initial packet, the copies of φ(q) contribute separately. In the opposite limit 2N of supershifts, in which the width of the state exceeds that of the spectrum, the copies overlap and add coherently. Thus, with φ(q) in (4.1),
indicating that the supershifted state is exponentially weakened. This weakening, and indeed the supershift itself, is the result of post-selecting with the state | f that is nearly orthogonal to |i .
Non-Gaussian pointer states
The mechanism generating the supershift requires the initial pointer Fourier transformφ(p) to possess a tail decaying fast enough to obliterate the maximum of S(p) at p = π . As we have seen, the mechanism works if φ(q) is Gaussian. Here we will examine two non-Gaussian initial pointer wavefunctions: one where the mechanism operates, giving rise to supershifts, and one where it does not. We have explored the presence or absence of supershifts for several other initial pointer wavefunction, with different super-Gaussian or sub-Gaussian large |q| decays, but the results are similar and we do not give the details, except for noting one point. Since the initial pointer Fourier transformφ(p) must decay rapidly, it might seem that the most pronounced supershift will be generated by the fastest-decaying function of all, namely the square pulse (|p|-1/ ). And, as is easily confirmed, the pointer is indeed supershifted in this case, and the required condition is similar to (4.3) for the Gaussian (we do not show the calculation). But the corresponding pointer wavefunction φ(q)∼sin(q/ )/q possesses such long-range oscillations that to ensure that the supershifted ψ(q) does not overlap the spectral range the values of N and must be much larger than in the Gaussian case.
Lorentzian initial pointer state
For this case,
Instead of (4.2) the modulus of the integrand in (2.2) is
The singular decrease represented by |p| ensures that for any width , however small, M(p) always decays away from the origin. But for small this decay stops at a shallow minimum, after which M(p) rises to its large maximum near p = π . In this regime, ψ(q) is concentrated near the mean of the spectrum, at q = N/a. As increases, the maximum and minimum approach and annihilate. This occurs where the exponent in (5.2) possesses a flat inflection: at c , p c , where
For > c , M(p) decreases monotonically away from the origin and we expect ψ(q) to be supershifted to the weakened Lorentzian 
Exponential initial pointer state
For this case, simply the reverse of (5.1),
Here the decay ofφ(p) is too slow to give rise to supershifts, even when is large. In this case, the modulus M(p) (equations (3.7) and (3.8)) does decay for small p, but the decay is soon followed by a shallow minimum after which M(p) rises to its maximum at p = π . To see the behaviour near p = 0, we use (5.5) for p small but p 1. Then
which has the minimum Instead of supershifting, the pointer remains near the minimum for all initial widths. But as increases, ψ(q) undergoes an interesting transformation from the obvious superposition of decaying exponentials implied by (1.8) and illustrated in figure 5(e), to a form determined not only by the maximum of S(p) at p = π but also by the maxima at p = (2m+1)π . Use of the expansion (3.9) leads to ψ (q) = 4a
This sum represents a series of saw teeth, which is modulated by a Gaussian centred on the spectral mean N/a. Figure 5 ( f ) illustrates this behaviour and shows that the approximation accurately represents the exactly computed wavefunction. The absence of supershifting is further illustrated by q is figure 6(b) , which remains stubbornly close to the spectral mean as increases.
Supershifts for two-state observables
The richness that we have explored here, in which pointer wavefunctions ψ(q) are supershifted towards the weak value of the observableÂ being measured, as the width of the initial pointer wavefunction φ(q) increases, is caused by the coherent superposition (1.8) of copies of φ(q): one corresponding to each of the eigenvalues ofÂ. One might think that the mechanism depends onÂ having many eigenvalues, and would fail completely in the extreme of a 2-state observable (e.g. spin 1/2). But this is not the case: as is well known and as we now describe in detail (see also [6] ), there can be supershifts even when N = 2. Let the two eigenvalues be at +1 and -1. It will suffice to choose the corresponding coefficients (1.7) real, and in the form C +1 = cos θ − π φ(q + 1), (6.2) and the weak value (1.9) is A w = cot θ. gives the largest values:
Figure 7(b) shows a pointer wavefunction (6.2) for a large supershift: = 5, θ = 1/(5 √ 2), corresponding to q = 3.606. The supershift is clearly visible, but the wave overlaps considerably with the spectral range |q| < 1, in contrast with the separation that can be achieved for large N (cf figure 3( f ) ). The overlap is unavoidable, since, from (6.7), q / ≈ 1/ √ 2; this bound is the price paid for getting supershifts for N = 2.
